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The Chinese Gold Silver Exchange Society in Hong
Kong is well known for its active gold trading. However
silver trading in the Society is seldom heard of.
This paper therefore attempts to find out why silver
trading in the Society is as primitive as non-existent while
gold trading is both active and mature.
The study reveals that the insufficient demand for
physical silver in Hong Kong is possibly one of the main
reasons which has prohibted active silver trading in the
Society. Some suggestions are made in respect of a silver
trading system in the event that in future silver trading in
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In 1910 a Gold and Silver Trading Company was
formed by native bankers and money changers to undertake
trading in gold and silver. Active trading ensued in the
following years and in 1918 the company was renamed at the
personal instruction of Mr. E. R. Halifax, The then Secretary
for Chinese Affairs, The Chinese Gold Silver Exchange
Society and adopted new by-laws. Since then the Chinese
Gold Silver Exchange Society, Hong Kong (the Society)
developed and grew into an important organisation in Hong
Kong's financial set-up and one of the world's three largest
gold markets. Differentiating itself from the other two
largest markets, London and New York, gold is being traded
in the Society in Hong Kong dollar per tael of fineness 99%.
At the discretion of traders, delivery/settlement
for completing a deal can be deferred, a unique system
throughout the world that can also be regarded as an undated
futures market. Nowadays trading volume varies from 150,000
taels to 1,000,000 taels daily and the Society adequately
fulfills the three basic functions that one is expected of
in gold bullion trading, namely:
1) Hedging seeking protection against the risk of
adverse price movement and
anticipating gold price changes for2) Speculation
monetary gain and
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3) Buying'and Selling Physicals.
The Society, over its course of 75 years' develop-
ment, has devised an effective and efficient set of trading J
regulations and enjoys wide respect both within and outside
Hong Kong. Dr. Woo Hon Fai, President of the Society, said
in his welcoming speech during the occasion of the 75th
Anniversary of the Society on January 23, 1980, when
the international gold price reached US$875.00 an ounce and
then sharply dropped US$200.00 an ounce over night (equiva-
lent to a drop of HK$1,200.00 per tael) when all other
international markets were LIMIT DOWN, our Society remained
open and business carried on as usual. Once again our
Society's regulations withstood the test of a crisis.
Oddly enough the Society even though having the
undertaking of silver trading as one of its objectives and
part of its name is well-known and respected for its gold
dealing alone, silver dealings in the Society is minimal.
It was introduced in June 1977 but the activity was short-
lived and died out after a few months. Although the Society
now quotes in Hong Kong dollars per ounce silver, turnover
is negligible, if any.
However silver trading in Hong Kong does not decline
during recent years. on the contrary its activities foster_ on Loco-London
silver market where the metal is traded locally in US$ per
ounce for delivery in London. Unlike the Chinese Gold and
Silver Exchange Society, Loco-London gold or silver trading
is not carried out in an .exchange floor, but by telephone
similar to the forex market. The participants in this
market are mainly dealers from London and American bullion
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houses such as Johnson Matthey, Sharps Pixley, Shearsons,
Rothschild and Mocatta, etc.
According to an American bullion house, the average
turnover has doubled to about 400,000 ounces and each lot
size increased from the range 10,000/25,000 ounces last year
to 50,000/100,000 ounces this year. The number of bullion houses
offering silver quotes has arisen from 3 to 13 to date. Hong
Kong is now tipped to become silver base for the Asia-Pacific
1
region.
The interest of this. study is that whilst gold
trading in the Society can grow and prosper, there should
be a case for active silver trading in the Society especially
with growing interest and activity in silver shown by the
growth in Loco-London silver trading. As much as the
existence of a large and respected gold trading in the
Society has contributed to the good name of Hong Kong as
a financial market, similarly active and respected gold
trading in another precious metal- silver- in the Society
would no doubt-add further strength to the status of Hong
Kong. It is perhaps time for the management of the Society
(who succeeded in active gold trading and should be capable
of dealing the same with silver) to consider whether they
should promote an active silver trading in the Society.
This is especially so as both Australia and Singapore are
trying to become the silver centre of the Asia Pacific
region.
In this study the writers try to find out why silver
1
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trading in the Society is as primitive as non-existent while
gold trading is both active and mature. The writers also
try to explore the possibility and desirability for the
Society to taking a more active role in cultivating interest
in silver trading in the Society and in Hong Kong as a
whole. Finally the writers will attempt to outline some




The writers first try to find out what makes
gold trading in the Society such a success and what on the
other hand has prohibited the growth of any real silver
trading in the Society. For the former part, an understanding
of the history, growth and mechanism of the Society in its
gold trading is necessary. The rules and regulations for
trading in the Society are referred to. The rules and
practices of gold trading in the Society are also unique
in its nature when compared with that of New York and
London and some practices are even not formally recorded
in writing. Thus interviews were conducted on selective
members of the Society as to the uniqueness of the trading
rules and practices of the gold trading in the Society
and the factors which lead to such active trading. In
fact the writers have deliberately chosen mostly members
of the Bullion Group (a term which is explained later) for
interview for reason that they are technically competent
in smelting and casting tradable 5-tael gold bars. A list
of the names of interviewees is set out in Appendix I.
The interviewees were asked about:-
the situations and background which have prevented(1)
the development of active silver tradings in the
market
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(2) what is the outlook for the development of an active
silver trading in the Society
the possible application of gold trading methods(3)
to operate a successful silver trading in the
Society.
The writers also visited the trading floor of the
Soceity to see for themselves the day-to-day dealings and
operations of trading activities in the Society.
The writers then tried to find out the reasons
for a deficient silver market in the Society. The practical
use of silver and the interests of people in Hong Kong in
collecting silver items will have a significant effect on
the trading demand in silver which will in turn shed light
on the development and future possible development of a
silver market in the Society. Reviews are made of statis-
tics on import, export and re-export of silver bullion and
silver scraps. The purpose is to ascertain the industrial
demand for silver and if possible what other applications
are made of silver in Hong Kong.
Reference books being referred to are mainly
periodicals. about trading in precious metals and those
issued by the Society. A list of bibliography is listed




(I) Gold Trading System in the Society
Based on visits to the trading floor of the Society and
results of interviews of members of the Society, the
operational procedures and system of the gold market in
the Society may be briefly summarized as follows:-
(1) Membership
The Membership of the Society is about 195 who are
firms rather than individuals. Each firm is represented
by a registered manager of Chinese race residing in
Hong Kong. Such member firms consist of banks, financial
companies, gold dealers, goldsmiths, jewellery shops,
commodity firms and brokers. Most banks who obtained
their membership while they were money-changers, do not
take active part in the daily gold trading on the floor,
but simply maintain their membership to show support
to the Society. In spite of the big membership, the
number of active ones is around 60 to 70.
(2) Cost of Membership
As additional membership to the present one is restricted
by constitution, the only way for a new member to gain
admission is by replacing an outgoing member through
a transfer. The transfer fee varies in accordance with
the supply and demand situation. The latest bid for a
transfer of membership amounts to approximately
8HK$1,500,000.00.
(3) Trading Hours
The trading hours for Mondays to Fridays comprises of
two sessions i.e. the morning session from 9:00 a.m.
to 12:00 noon and the afternoon session from 2:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. In Saturdays there are morning session
trading. The Society does not trade during Sunday
and Public Holidays.
(4) Contracting a Transaction
Trading is done in the floor of the Society building.
Outcry system aided with hand signals for prices
as well as quantities transacted are being used.
There is a lot of shouting, pushing and physical
contact in the course of trading. When a floor trader
receives an order from his broker (at the office)
to buy (or sell) a certain quantity of gold at a
suggested price, he will rush quickly to the floor
and shout loudly for his bid (or offer) aided with
hand signals. Other floor traders will do.the same
when they in turn receive orders from their own
brokers. This shouting back and forth goes on
until a striking price is reached, when the contrac-
ting party will note down the particulars of the
transaction for reference later. There is no slip
nor initialing for confirming a transaction.
However, within one hour afer the closing of each
session, every member firm has to file a written
report to the Accounts Department of the Society,
listing all transactions done, the respective
contracted prices as well as the names of the
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counterparties. All such reports will then be
reconciled by the, staff of the Society. Among the
member firms, no contract notes will be issued in
respect of transactions.
(5) Hong Kong Standard Gold Bars
The gold bars being traded at the Society each weighs
exactly 5 taels gross and has an assay of 99%. The
alloying metal should be fine silver only (hence 99%
gold+ 1% silver). Every standard bar bears the
hallmark of the smelter (who must be a member of the
Bullion Group of the Society) indicating the gross
weight and fineness on the bar and is counter-stamped
by the Society who acts as a referee in respect of
the quality of the bar i.e. the exactness in weight
and the accuracy in fineness. In accordance with
the Constitution of the Society, out of the entire
membership, only 33 firms are entitled to smelt and
manufacture Hong Kong standard gold bars, good for
delivery settlement among its members. These firms
are collectively known as the Bullion Group. At
present the mebership of the Bullion Group is 32 and
a list of the present members of the Bullion Group is
shown in Appendix II. The manufacturer of a standard
bar will be held responsible and liable perpetually
for the quality of the bar. At the present moment,
less than 10 member firms are actually active in
minting standard bars. Sophisticated fire assay,
chemical assay and atomic absorption spectrophoto-
meter are not being employed by the Society for
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counter-checking the Standard Bars manufacturered
by members of the Bullion Group, but rather simple
assay------ the touchstone method- is being used.
A sample bar of unknown assay is rubbed across the
polished surface of a black touchstone. The proce-
dure is repeated with selected control bars of
known assays estimated to be close to that of the
sample bar. The colour and shininess of the steak
produced by the sample bar is then compared and
matched with those of the control bars and hence
its assay determined. As the accuracy of the
assaying depends entirely on the experience of the
assayers, it has to be allowed an error tolerance of
+ 0.05% in cost accounting work. Thus Hong Kong
Standard Bars may actually have assays ranging from
98.95% to 99.05%. In spite of such tolerance, this
touchstone method has been adopted for many years
because it is much less time consuming and further-
more only a negligible quantity of gold will be
taken up onto the touchstone which in consequence
does not affect the weight standardization.
(6) Unit of Trading
Gold is traded in the Society in multiple of 100 taels
(gross). For conversion purpose, 1 tael= 1.2033695
troy ounces and 1 tael 99% gold= 1.1913358 troy ounces
fine gold.
(7) Margin Deposit
(i) Members to the Society
Every member is limited to have a net open over
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night position of 2,000 taels with the Society
at any time, irrespective whether it is long or
short, free of margin deposits. Exceeding this
2,000 taels limit, a margin deposit of HK$50,000.00
per 100 taels will be required by the Society for
the excess position. The amount representing
the margin may vary by a resolution of the
Committee of the Society to cope with the pre-
vailing maximum price fluctuations between
sessions for forced settlement---- an item
to be covered later.
This margin deposit is required-.to be lodged
with the Society at the same time a member
files his return of transactions, one hour
after the close of each session. It may either
be in form of a cheque payment of same day
value or in standard gold bars of an equivalent
amount. When the gold price have moved against
the position of a member, the member in addition
has to settle the variation margin as well,
computation of which will be covered later
under a separate heading. No interest, however,
will be paid on both types of margin payment.
(ii) Customer to member
It is solely at the discretion of the member a:
to what margin deposit or variation margin he
will demand from his customer, but in general
the required margin for an open position of
100 taels may range from nil to HK$50,000.00
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depending on the credit worthiness of the
individual customers.
(8) Income and Expenditure on Transactions
(i) Handling charges- A member has to pay a service
charge. of HK$3.00 per 100 taels for every 100
taels transacted whether buy or sell at the
trading floor. Such income enables the Society
to pay off its overhead expenses.
(ii) Commission (Brokerage)- There is no Society
regulation governing how the commission should
be charged by a member to his customer. The
existing commission however varies from members
to members and also for different customers.
Generally it falls in the range of HK$50.00 to
HK$100.00 for buying and selling 100 taels (on
accounts) round turn. However, if physical
delivery is involved, the commission will usually
be doubled in order to cover the costs of insurance
and delivery to the location specified by the
customer which should be of reasonably short
distance from the Society Building. Contrary
to trading on accounts, taking delivery of a
purchase is considered as a round turn and making
delivery of a sale will become another round
turn.
(iii) Custodian Fee (Storage Fee)- When open positions
are rolled over, a custodian fee will be charged
by the Society at the rate of HK$30.00 per 100
taels per overnight until such positions have
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been closed. In the same way, a member will
charge his customers for rolling over their
positions.
(9) Prevention of Default
By limiting the risk of positions to be carried
forward and the length of their exposure, two
measures have been designed to minimise the
possibility of default from among the members.
(i) Society acts as a Clearing House
All transactions concluded in a trading sessions
plus the open positions brought down from the
previous session are required to clear and settlE
against the Society Clearing Price one hour afte
this purpose, the Morning Society Clearing
Price is fixed by simply taking the transacted
price at 11:00 a.m. and the Afternoon Society
Clearing Price is fixed to be the transacted
price at 4:00 p.m. adjusted to the nearest
HK$5.00. A member has to pay the shortfall to
the Society by cheque with same day value, but
will only receive the excess amount from the
Society on the next day. After clearing, all
the open positions carried forward will have
exactly the same cost price as the previous
Society Clearing Price. An illustrative sample
is shown in Appendix III.
(ii) Forced Settlement
To limit the risk and loss suffered by a member
the close of the trading session concerned. For
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who holds positions from a rather unexpected
crisis, the President of the Society will
proclaim a stop for all floor tradings when
the gold price has gone up or down HK$500.00
per tael from the Society Clearing Price of
last session. This HK$500.00 limit may be
changed from time to time by a resolution of
the committee to suit the prevailing market
conditions. When a trading stop has been pro-
claimed, all open positions and transactions
are compulsorily required to be squared or
closed either by (I) taking/making physical
delivery (to be described under Settlement of
Transactions) or (II) clearing against the
price at which all tradings stop in the same
manner as (a) above. Market re-opens with a
free new price when all positions have been
closed and payment and delivery settlement
completed. For a $500.00 limit, theoretically,
the maximum loss which a most unfortunate
member can suffer from his uncleared transactions
and positions during the period between two
consecutive sessions will be limited to almost
$1,000.00 per tael (i.e. nearly a double of the
limit). On the other hand, the most fortunate
one can only gain also $1,000.00 per tael.
Diagrammatically,
15





gold move down gold went down $999
$500 hence
trading stopped
(member A sold at this
price
(member A suffers a loss of $999 per tael)
(10) Settlement of Transactions
In accordance with the rules and regulations of the
Society a member who has concluded a transaction on
a certain date and hence maintained a position, has
the following options to settle his positions unless
Forced Settlement has preceded:-
(i) to square his position by a counter purchase/
sale on the same day. This is a round-turn
day trade and such type of transaction has
created a good turnover for the Society.
(ii) to take/make physical delivery against payment/
receipt of the countervalue which is calculated
as follows:-
V= Q X Pwhere:
V is the countervalue
Q is the quantity agreed to be
taken/delivered at the Interest
Fixing- see Appendix IV
P is the Society Clearing Price
which immeidately follows that.
Interest Fixing
About 2% to 5% of the total turnover will
generally be settled by physical gold, with
the remaining 95% or so by eventual counter
purchases or sales on accounts. Once every
day, starting at 10:30 a.m., members who wish
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to take or make physical deliver of
gold for themselves or on behalf of their
customers (irrespective of whether positions
have been maintained or not) will write on the
board the quantity of gold which they intend
to take or deliver. There are three possible
cases: (i) gold supply is greater than demand
(ii) gold supply is less than demand and (iii)
gold supply equals demand. As a solution to the
unbalanced supply and demand situation of
physical gold, the Fixing of Roll-Over Charges,
also known as Interest Fixing, has been intro-
duced which operates in n-a similar manner to the
London Gold Fixing. The fixing procedure is
elaborated in Appendix IV.
(iii) to roll over his position, if necessary repeatedly,
to the next day until it is squared by an eventual
counter purchase/sale OR by eventual physical
gold settlement as in (ii) above. This process
is known as Deferred Settlement. Although the
value date of all transactions is on the same
day when the transactions are contracted, there
is no rule in the Society to specify when full
settlement must be made and how long positions
may be rolled over except when Forced Settlement
occurs. In this way, positions may be created
using margin and variation margin settlement
and much less cash capital will be required
then if the transactions are done on spot basis.
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Hence, large open positions are rolled over
day after day and momentum as well as liquidity
will then be built up. The essence of this
deferred settlement system lies in the flexibi-
lity of settlement with reasonable security,
as follows:-
(a) date and form of settlement
The settlement date is an unspecified date
and theoretically may be infinitively long.
Actual date is solely at the discretion
of the individuals to suit their own requirE
ments. Individuals may choose to close
their positions either by counter buy/sell
or by making/taking physical delivery. Witr
such flexibilities, investors/speculators
may initiate positions (whether long or
short) when they feel a market trend without
the encumbrance of availablity of physical
gold for disposal or great liquidity of
cash.
(b) participating parties for physical gold
In addition to investors/speculators who
make/take delivery of physical gold for
settlement of their transactions, neutral
positioners- members who do not maintain
previously any position- may also partici-
pate to help to regulate supply and demand
of cash/gold. Neutral Positioners partici-
pate by taking/making physical. gold against
18payment/receipt of the countervalue. The
Countervalue is computed as:-
(Society Clearing Price- Discount (if any))
x quantity taken/delivered OR
(Society Clearing Price+ Premium (if any))
x quantity taken/delivered.
(c) security and protection
In addition to margin deposit, all positions
whose settlement is to be deferred are
required to clear against the prevailing
prices twice daily, thus ensuring fulfilment
of obligations from all related parties.
Assurance is further enhanced by limiting
the maximum loss suffered between two
trading sessions to the equivalent of the
margin deposited with the Society. Although
the Society is not exactly a Clearing House
which will be legally liable for defaults
of clearing among its members, it does act
as a clearing house in the capacity of a
strict referee and executor. Furthermore,
when positions have entered into deferred
settlement, the following conditions shall
apply on the positioners:-
(1) payment of margin deposit to the Society
(2) payment of daily custodian fee to the
Society
(3) payment/receipt of roll-over-charges in
accordance with the Interest Fixing
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(4) payment/receipt of variation margin
(i.e. deficit/excess) resulting from
clearing the positions with the
respective Society Clearing Price twice
daily
(5) agreeing to accept Forced Settlement
announced by the Society in accordance
with the Rules and Regulations
.(6) possibility of payment/receipt of
premium/discount when physical
settlement is to be made/taken. The
5-tael 99% gold bars manufactured by
a member of the Bullion Group will be
the only accepted bars for delivery
settlement at the Society
(7) positions of reversed nature will
automatically be offsetting one
another whether wholly or partially.
(II) Silver Trading in the Society
As far as silver trading is concerned, the writers observed
that only a nominal price of silver purity 999 in Hong
Kong dollar per 10 troy ounce is quoted daily by the Society
with which no member buys or sells. This price is
therefore not a market price which at any moment reflects
the consequence of the decisions of millions of active
individuals, each making a personal decision to buy or not
to buy the metal. The-price quoted is a mere conversion of
opening Loco London quotes from the British and American
Bullion Houses as follows:-
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US$ per oz x exchange rate H.K./U.S. x 10
(III) Reasons for a Mature Gold Market but a Primitive Silver
Market
The opinion of. the interviewees may be summarized as
follows:-
(1) In respect 'of Gold Trading
(i) Complete confidence in the gold trading system
of the Society. Physical movement of gold in
and out of Hong Kong depends on gold price.
(ii) Consistent demand of physical gold by jewellery
and decorative industries has created the
necessity of.a mature gold market.
(iii) Speculative activities have contributed
sigificantly to the volume of gold trading
in the Society.
(iv) By the design of a deferred settlement the gold
trading system in the Society has combined the
virtues of a spot market and those of a future
market. This main characteristic has been
instrumental to the success to the system.
(2) In respect of Silver Trading
(i) Physical movement of silver is always an outflow
due to large quantity of silver scraps collected
from unofficial channels from People's Republic
of China.
(ii) Most of the interviewees are themselves collector:
of Silver scraps for export to European refiners.
(iii) There is no silver refining in Hong Kong.
(iv) The silver scraps collected has purity ranging
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from 80%- 90% and has no ready industrial use
without being first refined.
(v) Unlike gold, there is no demand for physical
delivery of silver in the Society.
(vi) The Bullion Groups are competent in casting 999
silver bars good for delivery for trading purpose,
but such bars even if casted would not be of
recognized quality by international alloys
exchanges, e.g. London Metal Exchange (LME),'
Commodity Exchange in New York (COMEX) or New
York Merchantile Exchange (NYMEX).
(vii) Physical delivery charges for silver including
securities and transportation is much higher than
that for gold.
(viii) They would support the development of silver
trading in the Society if sufficient interest can
be initiated.
The above suggests that the actual demand for
physical silver will be important to the need for a silver
market. To ascertain the need for physical silver,
certain statistics are being looked at. Appendix V shows
the export and re-export volume of silver scrap in kilo-
grammes in the years 1981 to 1984. The volume of silver-
containing products being imported and re-exported in the
years 1981 to 1984 in kilogrammes are respectively set out
in Appendix VI and Appendix VII. The statistics show that
the demand for silver by industries are mainly in the form
of chemical product, e.g. silver nitrates and cyanide
complex. It is also observed that the re-export amount
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of silver-containing products exceeds the amount of silver
scraps being exported, which suggest that the silver
contents of silver scraps collected locally may all be




(I) Who will participate in silver trading
There would not be an active silver trading market without
sufficicent participants. From the interview results and
drawing analogy from the gold market, possible participants
in silver trading are of two main categories. One category
of participants are those who need to buy and/or sell
physical silvers. The other category is speculators who
do not need and in fact do not want physical delivery of
silver but only a market place where they may have monetary
gain through anticipating the price movement of silver. The
writers now look at factors which may affect the number of
participants in these two categories.
(1) Dealers .in Physical Silver
This category may be sub-divided into two groups.
(i) industrial users- these are people who would need
silver for their industrial purposes. Manufacturers
of jewellery is one obvious example. However, the
statistics in Appendix VI show that such industrial
demand is not great. Rather the statistics point
to a great demand for physical silver if chemical
products such as nitrate and cyanides are being
produced in Hong Kong. The production of chemical
products required advance technology and it seems
that joint venture by local industralist with
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overseas organisation is desirable. However, this
area is not within the object of the Society.
(ii) collectors of silver- people collect silver
usually for investment purposes and as a hedge against
inflation. However, when people are considering
investment in precious metals, they take gold as
a primary tool. The situation is well stated by
Mark Tier in his World Money Analyst Special Report:
Gold is a magic word. There's never been a 'silver
rush' or a 'copper rush' but there'll always be
gold rushes............ Gold fever is a unique
affliction. Only gold- not silver, not nickel,
not even diamonds- hits the raw nerve of man's
greed and causes him to lose all sense of perspec-
tive. For most people in Hong Kong the concept
of gold as a primary investment in precious metal
is further strengthened by the tradition of the
Chinese. Nevertheless, even though gold provides
hedge against inflation, some sophisticated investors
in Europe and the United States recognise the
importance of diversifying their precious metal
holding beyond gold by adding to their portfolio
silver as a hedge within a hedge. They view
silver as gold diversification medium because it
is more an industrial metal then gold and therefore
it tends to do well when the economy is growing
moderately. .Whereas gold performs best in a
strongly inflationary environment- that is, when
25
the economy is overheating.)1 Consequently different
gold/silver price ratio are recorded since the past
5 years within a range as low as 21:1 in autumn 1979
and as high 60:1 during June 1981. The current
ratio stands at approximately 49:1.2 With growing
sophistication, people in Hong Kong become more and
more aware of investments opportunities in precious
metals other than gold. However, there must be a
convenient place of reputation and easy accessibility
for silver trading before people would actually
turn their investment away from gold to silver.
Therefore the existence of an efficient system of
silver trading in the Society is a prerequisite to
attract this category of participants.
(2) Speculators
The main concern of the speculator is that there is an
active market place with many participants (be they
industrial users, collectors of silver for investment
purposes or speculators), well managed, secured and
with sufficiently easy access so that it is worth their
time and effort to speculate.
(II) SUGGESTIONS
A sound system for silver trading is fundamental to an
active market. The writers will now outline a suggested
system for silver trading. This will be modelled on the
successful system for gold trading. The matters to be
considered are:-
(1) membership
1 Expanding World of precious metal investment by J.A. Nichols, vice-president,
research, J. Aron Co.,--- Metal Bulletin Precious Metals Survey 1982
2 Undervalued Precious Metals by Paul Sarnoff, Vice President, Paine Webber
Jackson Curtis Inc.- Metal Bulletin, Precious Metals Survey 1982
26(2) trading hours
(3) contracting a transaction;
(4) unit of trading;
(5) standard silver bar;
(6) margin deposit
(7) income and expenditure (tendering charges
commission and custodian fee);
(8) prevention of default
(9) settlement of transaction..
(1) Membership
All members eligible for gold trading should. be allowed
to trade in silver as well since the customers who
trade in one of the metals is likely also to trade in`
the other.
(2) Trading Hours
The same trading hours as gold should be employed for
the reasons that it would make the management of the
trading floor cost-effective.
(3) Contracting a Transaction
As members are already familiar with existing methods
of contracting gold transaction, the same method may
be used for silver.
(4) Units of Trading
While gold is being traded in multiples of 100 taels,
trading in silver is suggested to be of 99.9% purity
silver in multiples of 1,000 troy ounce per contract.
The ounce trading unit is suggested to overcome the
technical problem encountered in physical delivery
which is discussed later.
(5) Standard Silver Bar
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Despite the fact that 99% purity 5 tael gold bars minted
by the Bullion Group has gained acceptance within the
local community and even some Asian countries like
Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia,
the Society has no celar specification as to what form
should silver bar take.
In order to enhance physical delivery and hence trading,
the writers suggest that the Hong Kong Standard Silver
Bar should conform to international standard of fineness
99.9%, weighing approximately 1,000 troy ounce per piece
and, most important of all, including an internationally
recognized hallmark. Currently none of the marks of any
member of the Bullion Group stamped on the gold tael
bar has gained recognition in any international gold
market. Obviously, silver bars cast by them will meet
with the same fate. In fact, there are only limited
numbers of precious metal dealers worldwide who have
attained the status of approved melters, assayers and
refiners by major international exchanges such as
London Gold Market, London Metal Exchange, New York
Mercantile Exchange and Silver Institute of
Washington D.C.
A possible breakthrough for members of the Bullion
Group to upgrade their status is to establish modern
refinery plant locally in the form of joint venture
with approved European refiners, which hopefully will
serve the purpose of recycling several hundred tons of
silver scraps exported annually into 999 bars with
accepted hallmark.
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If these refiners are present, expansion in vertical
integration as they have experienced before in'Europe
in going further from silver refining to producting
silver containing products like silver nitrates and
cyanides will be inevitable. It follows that we shall
then have a supply/demand situation in which Interest
Fixing can be carried out analogous to gold.
(6) Margin Deposit
This will not present any real problem and may beifixed
according to the fluctuations in the price of silver.
(7) Income and Expenditure Account
Again this will not be a problem and should be decided
by the Society with its members.
(8) Prevention of default
System similar to that of the gold trading system
is to be employed whereby the Society acts as a
Clearing House and fix a clearing price and a fluctu-
ation limit in price before a forced settlement takes
place.
(8) Settlement of transaction
To cater for the need of all categories of participants
in the market, a system similar to the gold trading
system should be employed, namely, a member shall have
the following options:-
(i) to square his position by a counter purchase
or sale on the same day or
(ii) to take/make physical delivery against payment
or receipt of countervalue or
(iii) by deferred settlement as in gold trading.
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In respect of physical delivery of silver, there may be
a practical problem. If an individual has HK$300,000 for
investing either in gold or silver, currently he can buy
100 taels 99% purity gold or approximately 6,000 ounces
999% purity silver (gold/silver= 49:1 and 1 tael= 1.20337
ounce). If the Interest Fixing is such that it is desirable
for him to take delivery, he will have to move 100 taels
gold or 6,000 ounce silver from his dealer to his safe
deposit in a bank. With gold it will be easy and convenient.
With silver it would be impossible without incurring
additional charges in hiring security guards and extra
spaces. Conversely the case also holds true for a seller
of silver making delivery. This transportation and
security problem would be more severe to participants in
silver trading in large volumes such as banks and financial
institutions.
To eliminate the delivery burden, the writers recommend
issue of silver certificates by members of the Society
in lieu of handling physical silver. The idea is as
follows:-
The Society should establish a vault common to all
.the Society members.
Each member has a book-keeping weight account with the
Society.
When member A takes physical delivery from member B,
weight account of A is credited while that of B is
debited.
Then member A issues his certificate to customer who
elects to take physical deliver.
The reverse works for a customer who makes delivery
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after selling through a member firm.
A small custodian fee is to be charged.
The Society also assumes the policing mission of
ensuring all members operate the certificate with good
disciplines.
(III) OUTLOOK'& CONCLUDING REMARKS
The writers feel that the design of a sound and efficient
silver trading system shall not be difficult. As pointed
out by members of the Society interviewed, a sufficiently
strong actual demand for silver (in volume and in value)
is necessary for the creation of an active silver market--
the lack of which( as shown by the statistics in Appendix
VI and VII) has possibly prohibited the development of
such a market. Thus whilst the Society and its members
may promote the silver industry by acting as gold and
silver refiners in Hong Kong for internationally approved
melters and refiners, the surgence of an active silver
market may not come until the industrial application of
silver in Hong Kong and/or the interests in hoarding
silver have shown a significant upturn. This phenomena
leads one to speculate that the flourishing gold market
in the Society was developed as a result of and to meet
actual demands whilst speculation in gold in the Society
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Illustrative Sample of Clearinq
CLEARING PRICECONTRACT PRICETRANSACTIONDATE TIME MEMBER BUY(+) SELL(-)
1000T1s1A10:00 $3,11511.2.85







8 4000T1sA $3,131 (at 11:00)
11:30 c 500T1s9 $3,118
B 10 50OT1s $3,118
AFTERNOON SESSION
A 2000T1s14:30 11 $3,112
F 12 2000T1s $3,112
A16:.1U 13 1000T1s $3,140
C 14 50OT1s $3,140 $3,13O (PM)
G 15 500T1s $3,140 (at 16:_00_
10: 05 B 16 30OTls12.2.85 $3,100
C 17 200Tls $3,100
D 18 500Tls $3,100
E 19 500Tls $3,100
G 20 500Tls $3,100
F 21 2000T1s $3,100
11:10 X 22 10OTls $3,119
Y 23 10OT1s $3,119 x$3, 120 (AM)
(at 11:00)
34Clearing Computation
(a) 1/2/85 Morning Session (with clearing price= $3,120*)
For A: transaction 1 ($3,120-$3,115) x (+1000)=+$ 5,000
transaction 8 ($3,120-$3,131) x (-4000)= +$44,000
Total excess: +$49,000
For B: transaction 2 ($3,120-$3,115) x( -800)=-$ 4,000
transaction 4 ($3,120-$3,125) x (+1000)=-$ 5,000
transactionlO ($3,120-$3,118) x( -500)=-$ 1,000
Total shortfall: -$10,000
For C: transaction 3 ($3,120-$3,115) x( -200)=-$ 1,000
transaction 9 ($3,120-$3,118) x( +500)=+$ 1,000
Total excess:±$ 0
For D: transaction 5 ($3,120-$3,125) x( -500)=+$ 2,500
Total excess:.+$ 2,500
For E: transaction 6 ($3,120-$3,125) x( -500)=+$ 2,500
Total excess:+$ 2,500
For F: transaction 7 ($3,120-$3,131) x ($4000)= -$44,000
Total shortfall: -$44,000
Remarks:
A will receive $49,000 on 2.2.85 and position c/f short
3000 taels @$3,120*
B has to pay $10,000 on 1.2.85 and position c/f short
300 taels @$3,120
C will receive and pay nothing on 2.2.85 and position
c/f long 300 taels @$3,120
D will receive $2,500 on 1.2.85 and position c/f short
35500 taels @$3,120
E will receive $2,500 on 1.2.85 and position c/f short
500 taels @$3,120
F has to pay $44,000 on 1.2.85 and position c/f long
4000 taels @$3,120
Receipt/Payment sub-total check:
49,000+ (-10,000)+ 0+ (+2,500)+ (2,500)+ (-44,,000)= 0
Position sub-total check:
(-3000)+ (-300)+ 300+ (-500)+ (-500)+ 4,000= 0
(b) 1.2.85 Afternoon session (with clearing price= $3,130)
For A: 3000 taels short position @$3,120 b/d
($3,130-$3,120)x(-3000)= -$30,000
transaction 11 ($3,130-$3,112)x(+2000)= +$36,000
transaction 13 ($3,130-$3,140)x(+1000)= -$10,000
Total shortfall:- 4,000
For B: 300 taels short position @$33,120 b/d
($3,130-$3,120)x(-300)=-$ 3,000
Total shortfall:-$ 3,000
For C: 300 taels long position @$3,120 b/d
($3,130-$3,120)x(+300)=+$ 3,000
Transaction 14 ($3,130-$3,140)x(-500)=+$ 5,000
Total excess:+$ 8,000




For E: 500 taels short position @$3,120 b/d
($31130-$3,120)x(-500)=-$ 5,000
Total shortfall-$ 5,000
For F: 4000 taels long position @$3,120 b/d
($3,130-$3,120)x(+4000)= +$40,000
transaction 12 ($3,130-$3,112)x(-2000)= -$36,000
Total excess:+$ 4,000
For G: transaction 15 ($3,130-$3,1.40)x(-500)=+$ 5,000
Total excess:+$ 5,000
Remarks:
A has to pay $4,000 on 2.2.85 and position c/f nil
B has to pay $3,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f short
300 taels @$3,130 Y
C will receive $8,000 on 2.2.85 and position c/f short
300 taels @$3,130
D has to pay $5,000 on 1.2.85 and position c/f short 500
taels @$3,130
E has to pay $5,000 on 1.2.85 and position c/f short 500
taels @$3,130
F has to pay .,$4,000 on 1.2.85 and position c/f long 2000
taels @$3,130




0+ (-300)+ (-200)+ (=500)+ (-500)+ 2, 000+ (-500)= 0
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(c) 2.2.85 Morning Session (with clearing price+ $3,120)
For A: not applicable
For B: 300 taels short position @$3,130 b/d
($3,120-$3,130)x(-300)=+$ 3,000
transaction 16 ($3,130-$3,100)x(+300)=+$ 6,000
Total excess: +S 9,000
For C: 200 taels short position @$3,130 b/d
($31120-$3,130)x(-200)=+$ 2,000
transaction 17 ($3,120-$3,100)x(+200)=+$ 4,000
Total excess:+$ 6,000
For D: 500 taels short position @$3,130 b/d
($3,120-$3,130)x(-500)=+$ 5,000
transaction 18 ($3,120-$3,100)x(+500)= +$10,000
Total excess: +$15,000
For E: 500 taels short position @$3,130 b/d
($3,120-$3,130)x(-500)=+$ 5,000
transaction 19 ($3,120-$3,100)x(+500)= +$10,000
Total excess: +$15,000
For F: 2000 taels long position @$3,130 b/d
($3,120-$3,130)x(+2000)= -$20,000
transaction 20 ($3,120-$3,100)x(-2000)= -$40,000
Total excess: -$60,000





For X: Transaction 22 ($3,120-$3,119)x(+100)=+$ 100
Total excess+$ 100
For Y: transaction 23 ($3,120-$3,119)x(-100)= -$ 100
Total shortfall:-$ 100
Remarks:
B will receive $9,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f nil
C will receive $6,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f nil
D will receive $15,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f nil
E will receive $15,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f nil
F has to pay $60,000 on 2.2.85 and position c/f nil
G will receive $15,000 on 3.2.85 and position c/f nil
X will receive $100 on 3.2.85 and position c/f long 100 taels
@$3,120
Y has to pay $100 on 2.2.85 and position c/f short 100 taels
@$3,120
Receipt/Payment sub-total check will show a zero balance
Positions sub-total check will also show a zero balance
The following computation and comparison will illustrate
that the resultant profit/loss of an individual member will
not be, affected .by the successive clearings.
Considering the case of B,
-$10,000
1.2.85 Morning session (he pays)
-$ 3,000Afternoon session (he pays)




1.2.85 transaction 2, he sold 800 taels at $3,115
+$2,492,000and got
transaction 4, he bought 1000 taels at
+$3,125,000$3,115 and paid
transaction 10, he sold 500 taels at
+$1,559,000$3,118 and got
2.2.85 transaction 16 he bought 300 taels at
-$ 930,000$3,100 and paid
sub-total-$ 4,000
Similarly, the resultant profit/loss of the remaining
members may be worked out and compared.
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Appendix IV
Method for Interest Fixing
(I) The fixing of Roll-Over-Charges (also known as Interest
Fixing)
(1) When gold supply' demand (leading to Negative Interest)
When physical gold is in good supply as a result of
dishoarding by investors or failing demand due to
slow gold jewellery industry or otherwise, there
tends to be more gold to be delivered than taken.
This tendency will further be enhanced if the HK
dollar interest rate is at a high level whereby the
keeping of physical gold turns out to be an expensive
financing task. When such situation happens, the
delivering parties will have the opportunity to ask
for interest (which may be regarded as a compensatory
fee) to their favour if their demand for cash to
better their liquidity against physical gold delivery
is not met with but to be deferred to the next day.
The actual interest amount is negotiated publicly
through a systematic trying and testing conducted by
the duty officer of the Society. It becomes fixed
then either when a balanced supply/demand situation
has been achieved or when the unbalanced situation
has reached the prevailing Stage Limit for maximum
interest. Details of the Stage Limits will be discussed
below. During the course of Interest Fixing, a member
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may, at his discretion, change, pull out or do the
opposite with the quantity which he has initially
expressed his intention to take or deliver. In
addition, fresh deliverers and/or takers may come
in thus altering or even reversing the whole picture.
The interest thus fixed (termed as negative interest)
wily then serve as a multiplying factor to work out
the various amounts to be received by the short
positioners and paid by the long f or rolling over
their various positions to the next day. It does not
however apply to those who have squared their positions
on the same day of such Fixing either by taking/making
physical delivery or by a counter purchase/sale at a
later time.
(2) When gold supply demand (leading to Positive
Interest)
When physical gold is in good demand as a result of
increasing hoarding or booming gold jewellery industry
or otherwise, there tends to be more gold to be taken
than delivered. This tendency will further be enhanced
if the HK dollar interest rate is at a low level whereby
possessing physical gold is an inexpensive financing
matter but becomes a profitable task. When this
happens, the taking parties will ask for interest
to their favour if their demand for physical gold
against payment is not met with, but to be deferred
to the next day. -The actual interest amount (in this
case termed Positive Interest) is to be fixed in the
same manner as described in (1) above. Accordingly,
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the long positioners will receive but the short pay
interest for rolling over their positions to the
next day. In contrast to the principle of monetary
financing, a long positioner has bought gold but not
yet paid is now receiving instead of paying interest
for deferring the settlement of his position. Hence
it will be more appropriate to use the term Roll-Over
Charge instead of interest to describe its nature.
(3) When gold supply= demand (become nil interest)
When the quantity to be taken at par exactly matches
that to be delivered, no interest will be applied
on rolling the positions to the next day disregarding
whether they are long or short.
Illustrative Example for Interest Fixing
Example 1 (supply demand-' Negative Interest)










The duty officer shall try a negative(-) interest
in trend with that of the previous Interest Fixing and
the following steps have recorded.
Step Interest Tried Reaction Results Remarks
as B (1000) out$1 Deliver: 9,000 -ve interest
Take: 8,000
bb C (1000) out$2.40 Deliver: 8,000 -ve interest
R( 500) out Take: 7, 5 0 0 raised
cc D (4000) out Deliver: 4,000$3.20 -ve interest
U in to take Take: 8,500 lowered
1000
dd D in to$2.80 Deliver: 7,000
Note
deliver 3000 Take: 7,000
T (1500) out
Note, The duty officer asked 3 times for any further in
and out. Being none, the negative interest was
fixed at $2.80 per 10 taels.
The interest is expressed in terms of per 10 taels because
years ago, 10 taels was in minimum trading unit which was
later changed to 50 taels and now 100 taels.










The interest thus fixed applied to all open positions to




participated or not in the actual Interest Fixing. The





Where T= Total amount of interest received/paid for
rolling over a position
I= interest fixed at Fixing
P= position in taels to be rolled over to next day
In this example, the short will be receivinc $2.80 100
10
$28.- for rolling over his short position of 100 taels to
the next day while the long will be paying at the same rate
Example 2 (supply demand--- Negative Interest)
Commencement of Interest Fixing:-
TakeDeliver
membermember quantityquantity
P3,000 taels 1,000 taelsA
1,000 taels5,000 taels Q
2,000 taels8,000 taels
Gold supply demand and therefore negative(-) interest
is tried as a start.
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RemarksStep Interest tried Reaction Results
as No reaction -ve interestDeliver: 8,000$1
raisedTake: 2,000
bb R in to Deliver: 8,000$5 -ve interest
take 1,000 Take: 3,000 raised
cc (i)S in to Deliver:12,000$8 -ve interest





dd Maximum negative Deliver:12,000 duty officer
interest (i) declared maximum




in and out but
nothing positive
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Final stage of Interest Fixing appeared as follows
Deliver Take
member memberquantity quantity
A 3,000 taels P 1,000 taels






In the above example, the supply side remained greater
than the demand side even when the negative interest had
reached its Stage Limit, something which will be discussed
later. Hence the delivering parties have to deliver their
gold not in full, but on a pro rata basis to the takers
with the quantity correcting to the nearest 100 taels.
Thus:
A will deliver 10,000 x 3,000 taels 2,500 taels
12,000
B will deliver 10,000 x 9,000 taels 2,500 taels
12,000
If A has originally planned to square his short sale of
3,000 taels by physical delivery, he is then settling
only 2,500 taels, but with a short position of 500 taels
after the settlement. He can either square the position
by buying back 500 taels before the end of the day or roll
over his position on the next day and will receive an
500 $50iamount= maximum interest ($i)
10
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Similarly, B will receive $150i for rolling over his short
position of 1,500 taels.
The clearing steps for A and B in the above example is
shown below for illustration.
Assuming
26.2.85 A and B start the day without any position
9:30 a.m. A has a short position of 3,000 taels
@$3,150
B has a short position of 9,000 taels
@$3,220
10:30 a.m. Interest Fixing: $i (maximum negative
interest)
When A agreed to deliver 2,500 taels
B agreed to deliver 7,500 taels
11:00 a.m. Society%, Clearing Price $3,200
Computation for A
(aa) position of 3,000 taels at $3,150 against Society.
Clearing Price $3,200
A plays to Society. ($3,200- $3,150) x 3,000
= $150,000
New position short 3,000 taels @$3,200
(bb) delivery of 2,500 taels against Clearing Price
$3,200
A receives from the taker (member), not the Society
$2,300 x $2,500= $8,000,000
New position now short (3,000- 2,500) taels @$3,200
= 500 taels short @$3,200
Summary
Net amount A receives= ($8,000,000- $150,000)
= $8,150,000
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**New position: 500 taels short @$3,200
Computation for B
(aa) position of -9,000 taels at $3,220 against Society
Clearing Price $3,200
B receives from Society ($3,200- $3,220) x (-9,000)
= +180,000
New position short 9,000 taels @$3,200
(bb) delivery of 7,500 taels against Society Clearing
Price $3,200
B receives from the taker (member)
$3,200 x 7,500= $24,000,000
New position now short (9,000- 7,500) taels @$3,200
= 1,500 taels short @$3,200
Summary
* Net amount B receives= ($24,000,000+ $180,000)
= $24,180,000
** Net position: 1,500 taels short @$3,200
Example 3 (demand 7 supply Positive Interest)




1,000 taels2,000 taels QB
2,000 taels3,000 taels
Gold supply demand and therefore negative(-) interest
is tried as a start
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Step Interest tried Reaction Result Further Action
as No reaction Deliver: 3000t$1 -ve interest raised
Take: 2000t
bb Q increased Deliver: 3000t$2 -ve interest lowered
Take: 4000t2000t to take
a total of
3000t
cc A increased Deliver: 4000t$1.50 duty officer asking
1000t to Take: 4000t for any further
deliver to in and out
total of 2000t
P increased Deliver: 4000t -ve interest lowered
4000t to take Take: 8000t
a total of
5000t
dd C in to Deliver: 8000t duty officer askinc$1
for any further indeliver 4000t Take: 8000t
and out
R in to take Deliver: 8000t -ve interest levered
Take :13000t5000t
Deliver:li000t +ve interest toNil interest B increasedee
Take :13000t be tried3000t to
deliver a
total of 5000t
Deliver:13000t duty officer askingB increasedff $1.
for any furtherTake :13000t2000t to
in and outdeliver a
total of 7000t
+veinterest raisedDeliver:13000tS in to take
Take :15000t2000t
no further in andDeliver:13000tR reduced$2.99
out and hence fixedTake :13000t2000t to take
only 3000t
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Similarly if deliver side remains less than take side, the
procedure- will continue until it reaches maximum positive
interest in a similar manner to Example 2.








The positive interest ($2.) fixed shall apply to all
positions to be rolled over to the next day. Thus the
Long will be receiving but the Short will be paying.
(II) Stage Limits for Maximum Roll-Over-Charges (or Maximum
Interest)
To obviate severe squeezing for rocket high interest
(both negative and positive) in a market of sparse supply
of either physical gold or local currency, as a result of
manipulation or otherwise, limits for maximum interest
have been set in stages. Subject to changes in accordance
with market conditions, currently the limits are ascending
in 4 stages:-
MaximumequivalentLimit (per $1,000/per dayStage
interestper taels)
(per 10 taels)
0.003 X P0.9% pm301
0.004 X P1.2% pm4 02
0.005 X P1.5% pm503 0.006 X P1.8% pm604
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Where P= PM Society Clearing Price previous to the
Interest Fixing.
Example: Assuming on 5.3.85 PM Society Clearing Price was
$2,980 then on 6.3.85 Interest Fixing at 10:30 am
Stage 1 limit represents Max. interest of
$2,980 x 0.003= $8.94
Stage 2 limit represents max. interest of
$2,980 x 0.004= $11.92
Stage 3 limit represents max. interest of
$2,980 x 0.005= $14.90
Stage 4 limit represents max. interest
$2,980 x 0.006= $17.88
There are certain requirements and conditions for a Stage
Limit to be upgraded.
(i) For Negative Maximum Interest
When the Stage 1_maximum, has been reached and there is
still more to be delivered than to be taken for 3
consecutive days (including Sunday and Public Holidays),
then the limit will be upgraded to Stage 2 for the 4th
day's Interest Fixing. If the above 3 day requirement
is again fulfilled, then the limit for the 7th day's
Interest Fixing will be upgraded to Stage 3 and similarly
to Stage 4 for the 10th day. During the period with
maximum interest fixed, if there is a day at which the
quantity delivered matches the quantity taken without
an excess to deliver when the maximum interest has been
fixed (say Stage 3' Limit) then the Stage Limit for next
day shall become one grade lower (i.e. Stage 2 Limit in
this particular example). However, if the tendency of
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supply demand is reversed on any day such that
demand supply, the Stage Limit can degrade right
from Stage 4 Limit (negative) to Stage 1 Limit Positive
(i.e. of the reversed nature) with the restriction of
the 3-day requirement.
(ii) For Positive'Maximum Interest




Total Export (Export+ Re-export) of
Silver Scrap in Kilogramme
Year 19821981 19841983





Computation of net silver content is based on 90% purity, which
is most commonly come across in scrap material according to
the interviewees.
Source: Export and Report Statistics for 1981-84 issued by
Censes and Statistics Department, Hong Kong.
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APPENDIX VI
Import of Silver-containing Products
in Kilogrammes
Year 1983(Kg) 1984(Kg)19 81 (Kg) 1982 (Kg)
412,475.00 681,717.001. Nitrates 694.455.00808,631.00
82,961.00 87,002.002. Cyanide/Cyanide 105,435.0C 110,550.00
Complexes
3. Rolled Silver 2,694.13 774.33
Unworked or
Semi finished
18,993.964. Silver Ingots 12,948.00 20,441.65 36,270.43
Grains
2,356.005. Silver Rods, 5,015.46 5,134,356 17,508.98
Scolion Wires,
Shoots, Tubes
792,728.42 992,336.14 859,558.74Total quantity :510,740.00
648,684.72 555,229.66503,880.79Approx. total 322,024.56
net silver
content
comutation of net silver content is based on
63.5% in 1
54.0% in 2
100% in 3, 4 and 5
Source: Import statistics for 1981-84 issued by Census and
Statistics Department, Hong Kong
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APPENDIX VII
Re-export of Silver-containing Products
in Kilogrammes
Year 1981 (Kg) 1982 (Kg) 1983 (Kg 1984 (Kg)
1. Nitrate 337,526.00 598,190.00 809,865.00 690,280.00
2,765.002. Cyanides/Cyanides 4,577.00 10,140.00 19,850.00
Complexes
3. Rolled Silver 1,039,00
unworked or
semi manufactured
20,759.154. Silver Ingots 39,062.00 7,855.52 31,923.34
Grains







computation of net silver content is based on
63.5% in 1,
54% in 2
100% in 3, 4 and 5
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